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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, real-time measurements of complex dynamics of ultrashort structures in dissipative nonlinear sys-
tems have attracted a lot of interest. In this work, we present experimentally obtained real-time dynamics of
two closely-separated solitons in a mode-locked erbium fibre laser. Both solitons experienced strong temporal
vibrations due to mutual attractive and repulsive forces, alongside with oscillation in their energies. We ex-
perimentally demonstrate the influence of the dispersive waves (DWs) on the dynamics of the soliton complex.
Eventually, the pulses experienced a collision dynamics that resulted in the formation of a single soliton at a
shifted central wavelength with highly energetic Kelly sidebands and increased background radiation. Our ex-
perimentally obtained results prove the theoretical works on soliton interaction and enrich the knowledge on the
complexities of ultrashort coherent features and their behaviour in nonlinear systems.
Keywords: Mode-locked fibre laser, bound solitons, soliton molecule, Dispersive Fourier Transform, dispersive
waves
1. INTRODUCTION
The great interest to mode-locked lasers is dedicated by their ability to generate ultrafast coherent structures
that are widely used in various scientific fields.1 Nowadays, multiple types of ultrashort pulses have been the-
oretically and experimentally investigated, those characteristics are governed by saturable absorber parameters
as much as intracavity parameters, such as nonlinearity, dispersion, gain and losses. The variety of ultrashort
structures includes dissipative solitons,2 stretched pulse3 and similaritons.4 Moreover, by experiencing attractive
and repulsive forces, solitons can establish bound states,5 known as soliton molecules due to their particle-like
behaviour. Such soliton complexes inherit lower intensity noises and lower time jitter,6 demonstrating a poten-
tial for the usage in telecommunication7 and medical applications.8 However, the complex internal dynamics of
co-propagating solitons still is incomprehensible and more experimental studies are required.
Recently emerged time-stretch techniques, e. g. the Dispersive Fourier Transformation (DFT), facilitate the
experimental studies of non-repetitive dynamics. A mapping of spectra in the time domain, due to propagation
in highly-dispersive medium, allows monitoring spectral profile at the multi-MHz rate.9 By applying the DFT
technique, it becomes feasible to experimentally observe the build-up dynamics of ultrashort coherent structures
in complex nonlinear systems such as mode-locked laser,10 including formation of counter-propagating solitons.11
Moreover, many ultrafast phenomena have been revealed, including spectral pulsations,12 soliton explosion,13
internal dynamics of soliton molecule14 and formation of unsynchronised resonant dispersion waves.15 The ex-
perimental observations of such phenomena significantly refined the knowledge of ultrafast behaviour in complex
nonlinear systems, that was not available to observe by using traditional optical spectrum analysers.
In this work, we present experimental observations of dynamics of closely separated solitons in a mode-
locked Erbium fibre laser. Both pulses experienced strong vibration in their relative phase and time separation.
Moreover, the energies of the main pulse and of the Kelly sidebands16 underwent oscillations with modulation
depths of 20 percent and 40 percent, respectively. Our analysis demonstrates that the temporal and the pulse
energy oscillations were occurring in-phase, while oscillations of the energy in Kelly sidebands had a phase
difference of π/2, which helped us to conclude about the influence of the Kelly sidebands on the relative forces
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between co-propagating pulses. After all, both solitons collided and a new pulse pulse originated with highly-
energetic Kelly sidebands and with a shift of the central wavelength of 1.22 nm to the shorter wavelength
region. We anticipate that this experimental observation advances the understanding of the soliton-soliton and



















Figure 1. The experimental setup of mode-locked ring fiber laser for DFT measurements. WDM - wavelength division
multiplexor, SWNT - single-walled carbon nanotubes, ISO - optical isolator, OC - optical coupler.
Figure 1 presents the measurement setup for the experiment. It consists of a mode-locked fibre laser17 and
dispersion compensating fibre as a DFT line to implement the real-time measurements. We used 1.8 m of erbium-
doped fibre (Liekki Er30-4/125) as an active fibre pumped via diode laser at 980 nm through wavelength division
multiplexor. For a stable unidirectional mode-locking generation with robust self-staring, we have used hybrid
mode-locking by exploiting both single-walled carbon nanotubes and nonlinear polarisation rotation (NPR). To
achieve NPR effect, we have used 6 m of bent optical polarising fibre (HB1550Z from Thorlabs) with bow-
tie geometry as a polarisation-selective element that provides the extinction ratio of 30dB. To adjust a stable
unidirectional operation regime, two polarisation controllers (PCs) were used. As a laser output, we used a 3 dB
output coupler. The pulse duration constitutes 570 fs at a repetition rate of 15 MHz.
The DFT line consists of 11 km of dispersion compensating fibre with normal total dispersion of
D = 1200 ns/nm at 1550 nm. One output line from the last OC passed through the DFT line, while the
other has been directly detected on photodiode for spatio-temporal measurements. As measurement equipment,
we have used a pair of 50 GHz photodetectors (Finisar) and a 33 GHz real-time storage oscilloscope. The
electrical-bandwidth resolution for the DFT measurements has been limited by 0.021 nm.
3. RESULTS
Firstly, by adjusting the PCs, we achieved the generation of two spare solitons with separation of a few nanosec-
onds. Then, with fine control of the PCs, we obtained two loosely bound solitons18 with a separation of ∼200 ps
(the start of our DFT measurements). Finally, by the further tuning of the PCs, the solitons were additionally
attracted to each other and their relative distance decreased to less than 15 ps. Under these conditions, both
pulses experienced complex vibration-like dynamics that ends up in their collision with the production of a single
soliton. The whole spectra dynamics from a loosely bound solitons condition to a new-born pulse is shown in
Fig. 2(a). According to a Wiener-Khinchin theorem, we calculated the first-order autocorrelation function19
(ACF), depicted in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows energy dynamics of the main pulse in blue (excluding Kelly
sidebands), background radiation (red line), exclusively Kelly sidebands (orange) and the total intracavity energy
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Figure 2. a The DFT spectral dynamics of the pulse colliding with b corresponding first-order autocorrelation function.
c Energy of the pulse without Kelly sidebands, energy in Kelly sidebands and energy of the background radiation. d
Cross-section of the DFT pulse spectra and e corresponding first-order autocorrelation function at 1, 70460 (prior pulse
collision) and 70890 roundtrips.
in purple. Figures 2(d) and (e) show cross-sections of the DFT measurements and corresponding ACFs for the
cases of the loosely bound solitons (1st roundtrip), prior pulse colliding and right after (roundtrip 70460 and
70890 respectively). Note, the wings in the ACFs are related to the dispersive waves (Kelly sidebands) that
inhibit quasi-continuous wave nature and appear beside the main part of the pulse.
Figure 3 shows a typical vibration-like dynamics of the closely separated solitons in our observations. Note
that the dynamics of the Kelly sidebands is analogous to the unsynchronised resonant dispersive wave, recently
theoretically described20 and experimentally observed with the DFT technique.15 Figure 3(c) depicts the energy
variations for the pulse excluding Kelly sidebands (blue line) and for Kelly sidebands exclusively (red line).
The modulation depths were 20 percent and 40 percent for the pulse energy (excluding Kelly sidebands) and
exclusively for Kelly sidebands, respectively. The time separation between the pulses, calculated from the ACF,
is presented in Fig. 3(d). The dotted line, shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), highlights that oscillations of the pulse
energy and pulse separation were occurring in-phase, and the closest time separation corresponds to the lower
pulses energy. At the same time, the oscillation of the energy in the Kelly sidebands had a π/2 shift, that meant
that the behaviour of the Kelly sidebands was slightly delayed and caused by the aforementioned changes. In
other words, less pulse separation corresponds to a decrease in the energy of the Kelly sidebands, that in turn
induces a repulsive force between the pulses. On the other hand, at the points with the largest time separation the
attractive force starts to dominate, and the pulses start to converge again. Similar vibration behaviour, governed
by the DWs, has been numerically studied in Ref.21 Figure 3(e) demonstrates the relative phase between the
pulses. The relative phase was retrieved from the DFT spectra with the numerical method described in Ref.22
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Figure 3. a The DFT spectral dynamics with b corresponding first-order autocorrelation function. c Normalised energy
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Figure 4. a The DFT spectral dynamics of the pulse colliding with b corresponding first-order autocorrelation function.
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The relative phase had a strong upward tendency, but at the inflection points with the largest time separation,
the phase was locked for ∼20 roundtrips. Nevertheless, throughout the whole dynamics, the phase was rapidly
increasing and did not demonstrate a significant role in our observations. This dynamics was observed for four
thousand roundtrips.
The final stage of the pulse collision is presented in Fig. 4. Dissimilar to the dynamics shown in Fig. 3,
the pulses have a stronger attractive force, which leads to their collision. Since we did not observe noticeable
drawdown in the energy of the pulse or DWs, we suppose that the equilibrium between attractive and repulsive
forces was disturbed by the PCs adjustment. The DFT spectra show that the pulse collision results in a generation
at two distinguished wavelengths at a shorter wavelength of 1551.6 nm and at a longer wavelength of 1558.1 nm
(roundtrip 70500 in Fig. 4(a)). We suppose that this division of wavelengths was occurred because of strong
modulation due to interference at a particular relative phase between the pulses. However, in course of 100
roundtrips, both wavelengths evolve into one solitonic-shape spectrum with a shift in the central wavelength
of 1.22 nm to the shorter wavelength. Strong interference between the pulses and emitted DWs can be also
clearly seen from the ACF (Fig. 4(b)) when the pulse separation is less than 10 ps (∼20 times larger than the
pulse duration). Due to stronger interference at shorter time distances (∼4 ps), the shape of the side pulse
resembles a double-spike structure with a dip in the centre (from roundtrip 70400 to 70500 in Fig. 4(b)). Similar
to our previous observations with Q-switched instabilities,15 the newly-generated pulse was accompanied by a
significant drop in energy (∼30 percent, as shown in Fig. 2) and had a satellite pulse with significantly less
energy.
4. CONCLUSION
Here, we have presented experimental observations of the complex dynamics of closely-separated solitons. The
soliton structure experienced oscillations in their relative time distance and energies of either the pulse and Kelly
sidebands. The vibration-like behaviour is explained by the attractive force due to PCs adjustments and the
repulsive force, induced by the Kelly sidebands. Moreover, we demonstrated that the relative phase is not affect
the vibration dynamics, however, it may affect the central wavelength of the newly-generated pulses. We believe
that experimental observations, presented in this paper, will move forward the knowledge and applicability of
co-propagated solitons and solitons molecules.
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